
STAINED GLASS CONSERVATION REPORT

Jordan’s Shell House & Aviary, Illminster

INTRODUCTION:
Following a condition survey prepared by Holy Well Glass, the 
company was asked to carry out conservation works at Jordan’s 
Shell House & Aviary, to the stained glass and ferramenta in the 
roof lantern, Aviary lancet head panels, and Shell House panels, 
including the refinement of the existing Protective Glazing system.   
The relevant windows are marked on the adjacent diagram. This 
conventional restrained restoration is based on repair and re-
leading, and the re-fit uses a method more sympathetic to the 
surrounding fabric. Close collaboration with buildings conservators 
Humphries and Jones, in relation to the complex shell decoration 
and lantern structure, was important to achieve the best outcome. 
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Jordan’s Shell House & Aviary external view



CONSERVATION RECORD:
On site:- 
Access on site gained via fixed scaffolding 
externally, for the lantern structure, and 
ladders internally and externally to the lower 
windows. 
Lantern- Upon site removal panel 6 was not 
in-situ. It had been blown out due to storm 
damage and was mostly intact in a box of 
salvaged glass. For removal of panels 1 -5, 
& 7- 8 from lantern structure, copper ties 
released, linseed oil putty removed with 
dummy and tungsten tipped chisel and raked 
out from the perimeters of the lights. Panels 
lifted from T-bar structure. Iron lantern 
framework in care of metal specialists.

Lantern, external view, before conservation

Lantern, internal view, before conservation

For Aviary and Shell House – Aviary Window F was sound and glass was not removed for repairs. For removal 
of panels in Windows A, B, C, D, E, & G, wire guards removed from exterior by releasing fixings screwed 
into stonework. For all aviary and shell house windows, protective float glass removed from external metal 
framework by loosening screws and cutting away silicone sealant from frame. Access to stained glass panels 
difficult due to shells and plaster applied after panels originally fitted internally. Shells were dressed right up to 
glass, sealing panels into building. A line in lime mortar scribed with blade around panel perimeters internally, 
to disconnect glass from plaster and shells. Partial in-situ dismantling of stained glass and lead cut away from 
bars in order to access, and cut perimeter copper ties. Copper ties around external support bars also cut. For 
Windows A, B, G, internal nails through perimeter leads and through bar into back of wooden frame released. 
For C, D, and E nails for perimeter metal frames were covered in shells, necessitating cutting into sections to 
release from opening. All removed stained glass panels stacked securely with bubble wrap and board for transit 
to workshop.  Sills checked for glass fragments, to be bagged and taken to workshop for repair.  Templates 
made of stone openings and measurements taken.  
Openings for lantern temporarily glazed with twin wall polycarbonate sheeting supported on battens, whilst 
aviary and shell house openings left with original protection in place. Panels transported to workshop for 
repair. Separate box of salvaged glass fragments collected from client.



In workshop:-
Assessment
Once in workshop stained glass panels 
assessed for damage prior to works 
to determine glass types and cleaning 
methods, and lead assessed to determine if 
structurally sound. Aviary and Shell House 
panels suffered substantial vandal damage 
and loss to both glass and lead. The less 
accessible lantern panels were more intact. 
Panel 6 had previously been blown out of 
the lantern entirely, due to storm damage. 
It was retrieved directly after, along with 
other important fragments, and placed in 
safe storage. General dust layer on glass 
surface internally, spider webs on both 
sides. Bird droppings on external sides. 
Painted decoration stable and intact. Metal 
framework for aviary and shell house 
windows rusted but stable, some cross bars 
rusted.

Aviary window, external, before conservation

Aviary panel A, external, before conservation

Box of salvaged glass, and original iron support frame

Shell House panels, interior, before conservation



STAINED GLASS PANELS PRE CONSERVATION



Photography 
All panels digitally photographed, including before and after pictures, processes, site work etc. Images and 
conservation diagrams are stored as JPEGs and are included in the digital copy of this conservation report (on 
USB).  
Rubbings
Three rubbings taken of lead matrix and lead profiles noted. First rubbing used to lay glass pieces on after 
removal from leads, second rubbing as a guide for re-leading, and third for annotation with Church Building 
Council (CBC) 
conservation 
symbols.
Dismantling
Panels dismantled, 
presumed in favour 
of retention of 
leads whenever 
possible. The 
Lantern panels 
were partially 
dismantled, some 
only the perimeter 
leads. The Aviary 
and Shell House 
panels were fully 
dismantled.
Cleaning
Cleaning of the 
painted surface of 

the glass monitored with a binocular microscope.  Each 
piece of glass cleaned using a 50/50 mixture of ethanol 
and de-ionised water on cotton buds. Lantern panels not 
dismantled were cleaned, as above, but within the lead 
matrix.
Reassembling and cut-lining panels
It was necessary to draw up new layout diagrams for the 
leading process, for the more badly damaged aviary and 
shell house panels. All the glass including repaired and 
salvaged elements were laid out on the second rubbing 
to assess how the shape and size of the panels had 
altered. Additional information from site templates and 
measurements, research, and photographic evidence was 
used to finalise the positions of the glass. This included the 
transfer of selected broken pieces within the panels. The 
final cutline was then drawn. 
Edge-bonding and Painting
Impact breaks, single/double breaks and small gaps 
repaired using Araldite 20:20; a conservation grade two-
part epoxy resin. Silicone used where a more flexible 
mend was required, and where glass was too thin to work 
with resin. Missing areas replaced with newly painted and 
kiln-fired inserts. Glass matched from stock of handmade 
tints (Lamberts Restoration Glass). Paint and stain tests 
conducted to achieve correct match. Detail repainted 
using evidence within panel. All new insertions clearly date 
marked with kiln-fired glass paint. Only 5 newly painted 
pieces in Lantern panels. More loss in Aviary and Shell 
house glass. 

Above and below left - glass painting



Re-leading 
Panels leaded with 
commercially available 
lead cames, in a profile 
exactly matching the 
original lead width and 
depth.    The soldering 
technique has been 
mirrored also. Panels 
soldered with 60/40 
lead tin solder. Original 
cement retained in places 
where original lead work 
retained. Lead divisions 
introduced to Shell House 
panels C, D, E, to reduce 
stress to glass when re-
fixing on-site, and avoid 
damaging shells. Re-leading, Aviary panel B

Waterproofing
Areas with unstable paint hand puttied 
with linseed oil putty stained with lamp 
black pigment. All others cemented 
with traditional leaded light cement, to 
the following recipe: - 4 white spirit, 1 
boiled linseed oil, 1 raw linseed oil, 5% 
gold size, calcium carbonate and lamp 
black pigment.  
New copper ties applied to the inside 
on the lantern panels, using 1.4 mm 
soft copper. New copper ties applied 
to the outside on the aviary and shell 
house panels, using 1.4 mm soft 
copper.
Ferramenta
Lantern re-fabricated by specialist 
metalworkers and fixed in-situ 
when HWG were ready to install 
stained glass. Aviary and Shell house 
metalwork/bars – all original ironwork 
kept. Ferramenta sent to specialist 
metalworker to be straightened and 
fashioned to HWG site-templates, 
including new fixings for re-fitting. 
This also included the introduction 
of frame divisions for Shell House 
Windows C, D, and E, parallel to new 
divisions in the stained glass panels, 
ensuring easy removal for future 
works. Original ironwork refurbished 
by descaling with wire brush, 
patinated, finished with crystalline wax 
polish.

Left, new panel divisions 
Centre, position of divisions in 
Shell House panels



SITE INSTALLATION
Stained glass and protective glazing panels delivered to site. 
Lantern –within newly fabricated lantern structure, panels 
secured with copper ties, and bedded into prepared linseed 
oil putty stained with lamp black. Shell House panels – 
original metal frames installed with additional screw fixings; 
frames split to allow easier future access without disrupting 
other elements of the building. Glass installed and external 
ties securely tied. Aviary panels –panels attached to frame 
with copper ties, then offered up into groove in wooden 
framework. Secured in position sitting on metal blocks, 
screwed in.  Copper ties on crossbars tied.
External Protective Glazing System
For Aviary panels - existing ferrous EPG frames decorated 
and retained. EPG glass panels sealed into frame with 
silicone.  Held in place with brass tabs/copper ties.  Flat 
lead flanges all around, dressed down, to match shell house 
panels.  For Shell House panels –original frame protected 
stained glass, but did not protect building from elements; 
water ingress a major issue. Therefore a new EPG system 
devised; EPG panel framed with re-enforced lead. New 

brackets produced and silver soldered to fix EPG panel to stone in window opening. A separate external lead 
flange attached to perimeter lead, dressed down to edge of stone to provide seal around panel and direct 
water away.  For both Shell House and Aviary EPG, expanding foam gasket used to seal any remaining gaps 
between EPG panels and stonework. Sheets of laminate glass, 6.4 mm thick, used for protective glazing. 
Laminate glass is two sheets of glass with a plastic film between. If impact occurs one/both sheets of glass 

Metal frame fixings

Aviary panel EPG external view
Shell House opening, showing original frame with 

large gaps around perimeter, allowing water ingress



DOCUMENTATION
Full post conservation documentation carried out, including written report and full 
conservation diagrams:- 

STAINED GLASS PANELS POST CONSERVATION



STAINED GLASS CONSERVATION DIAGRAMS



CLEANING AND FIXING

Ethanol
De-ionised water
Silicone adhesive (Silcoset 153 ACC Silicones 
Ltd)
Linseed oil putty (Hodgeson)
Artists acrylic cold colour various
Abrasive block Garyflex (Garryson, coarse grit)
Araldite (20:20 Huntsman) Epoxy resin 
Orasol dye various colours (Ciba)
Lamp Black pigment (L Cornelisson & son)
Cotton wool
Black Patina
Artists oil paint, cold colour

GLAZING  

Lead - Heaps Arnold and Heaps (5/16” inside 
lead, ½” perimeter lead profiles)
Tallow
60/40 lead tin solder (k grade)
Copper 1.4mm
Traditional leaded light cement recipe:- 
4 white spirit, 1 boiled linseed oil, 1 raw linseed 
oil, 5% gold size, calcium carbonate and lamp 
black pigment.  

GLASS

Handmade mouth-blown cylinder
Lamberts Restauro
1.4mm optical glass

GLASS PAINTS

Fine flux 44C2 (Cookson Matthey)
Gum Arabic 
Kansa craft 4000, 4234
Reusche 401, 402, 1139, 1139E, 1383                         
Dove screen 5010 (Ceramico)                                      
White vinegar  
Pigments 
Silver stain Reusche
Glass enamel

FERRAMENTA TREATMENT + COATINGS

Renaissance Micro-Crystalline Wax Polish
Haematite Patination fluid for steel and iron 
Machined fixing tabs
EPDM foam Gasket (R H Nuttall)
Bronze machine screws

                                            

TREATMENT MATERIALS USED



POST TREATMENT CONDITION

Lantern panels puttied in place during re-fit

Lantern, after conservation, external

Lantern AC internal

The Lantern, Aviary and Shell House panels are stable, 
clean, fixed sound, and weatherproof. Stained glass 
panels and associated frames for C, D, and E, have 
divisions introduced to allow easy removal/refit in the 
future. A refined EPG system provides environmental 
protection and security for the panels into the future.

Shell House panel C, after conservation, external Shell House panel AC external



Shell House panels. After conservation, internal

Repaired frame, during re-fit, 
internal

Aviary panel A, after conservation, external and internal



FUTURE CARE
It is advised to monitor the lantern for condensation levels. For the metalwork, coated with protective 
microcrystalline wax, the manufacturers recommend wiping down with a standard de-greaser such as 
acetone, every 3 years. The laminate glass, if damaged, will hold itself together until mended, although its 
protective capacity will be reduced. Please be aware that the patinated lead surface will continue to dull, which 
is a natural ongoing process. Future removal of the stained glass from the frames in the shell house will need 
an Allen key. Due to the delicate nature of the surface glass paint, any future cleaning should be carried out by 
a specialist. Continued monitoring to ensure security of the site is advisable, due to its isolated position.



Large painted and enamelled figures

ITEMS OF HISTORIC INTEREST
Within the panels there are many beautifully painted details, including butterflies, other animals, flowers, and 
heraldic devices, using a mix of red and yellow stain, and enamel colour.  The different types and paint styles 
identified are listed and illustrated below:-

• Large painted and enamelled figures
• Original Georgian strips of coloured glass, set unusually, side by side with no lead in-between. 
• Georgian silverstain
• Silverstain
• Georgian Stipple
• Pink enamel
• Enamel colour on matt painted surface
• Georgian enamel
• Flux clear pattern including porcupine
• Heraldic elements, red sanguine, blue enamel
• Background architectural detail
• Graffiti engravings 
• Acid wash clear pattern



Samples of original Georgian plain glass strips

Samples of original Georgian decorated glass strips



Georgian silverstain



Georgian silverstain



Silverstain

Georgian stipple



Pink enamel

Enamel colour on matt painted surface

Georgian enamel



Flux clear pattern

Flux clear pattern,  
with porcupine 
detail



Heraldic elements, red sanguine, blue enamel



Heraldic elements, red sanguine

Heraldic elements, red sanguine, detail



Heraldic elements, detail

Background architectural detail



Blue enamel

Grafitti 



Acid wash clear pattern

Acid wash clear pattern, detail



Medieval

Other items of interest are:- 
• Fine historic metalwork.
• Occasional maker’s milling marks found in the lead heart.

Shell House frame in workshop Corner detail of Shell House frame, on-site



Makers milling marks in the lead heart


